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 aged PPSSPP and PPSSPP Play! to Android, now with support for PSP1.5 PSX games and the new crash-free demo mode!
Currently this version works for all official PSP games (including othec PSX, EBO, and PSE games). PSP1.5 support is now

also possible for both PPSSPP and PPSSPP Play! This project is developed by Enrico Lippolis and is part of
www.openpspp.org. This is a re-compiled, re-coded, and re-packaged version of the previous jailbreak version. What's new in

version 2.6:PPSSPP:Updates/improvements for all the fixes and improvements already present in the official PSP 1.5 emulators
(PPSSPP/PsPPlay) and for the PSP1.5 games compatibility that were released in the last months; PPSSPP/PPSSPP PLAY! (my
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project)Updates/improvements for the enhancements/fixes already present in both emulators (PPSSPP/PsPPlay) and also for
the PSP1.5 games compatibility that were released in the last months; System requirements:1.5 GHz CPU;2.1 GB of free

memory; Android 5.0 or higher is recommended.4.0 users: This is a completely new release, completely repackaged and a new
version of PPSSPP and PPSSPP Play! that works for all the official PSP1.5 games;5.0 or higher: This is a completely new

release, completely repackaged and a new version of PPSSPP and PPSSPP Play! that works for all the official PSP1.5
games;6.0 or higher: This is a completely new release, completely repackaged and a new version of PPSSPP and PPSSPP Play!
that works for all the official PSP1.5 games;7.0 or higher: This is a completely new release, completely repackaged and a new

version of PPSSPP and PPSSPP Play! that works for all the official PSP1.5 games. Repackaged PPSSPP:* All fixes from 2.6.*
All enhancements from 2.6;* All fixes from 2.5;* All enhancements from 2.5.I worked with Enrico 520fdb1ae7
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